Maintenance of Transcription Factor DataBase TFDB by *TFDB Maintenance System*
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1 Introduction

TFD [1]‒[4] was a very useful and required database for molecular biologists analyzing transcription mechanisms and gene expressions, which was maintained by David Ghosh at NCBI until 1993. We took over his work as TFDB (which is based upon the ‘sites’ table of the TFD [6, 7]), and we established *TFDB Maintenance System* described in [5] which gathers transcription factor data from articles, to update TFDB systematically.

We started the maintenance of TFDB with this *TFDB Maintenance System* using many journals which we can obtain from MEDLINE database. In this paper, we describe how we maintain the TFDB using this system.

2 System

*TFDB Maintenance System* contains the following subsystems: (1) *Information Retrieval Subsystem* based on retrieval engine described in [8] which collects references related to transcription factor from MEDLINE correctly and efficiently, (2) *Information Extraction Subsystem* described in [5, 8] which extracts candidates of ‘transcription factors’ and ‘target(transcription factor binding) sequences’ from the result of Information Retrieval Subsystem, and (3) *Data Registration Subsystem* [5] which enables to register new data easily and interactively on WWW (the interface of Data Registration Subsystem, see Fig. 1).

3 Method

We are maintaining TFDB by the following method. (1) Collecting abstracts of the various fields, published in 1990 – 1998 from MEDLINE database as a text data format. (2) Scoring abstracts related to the transcriptional regulation using *Information Retrieval Subsystem*. (3) The words related to
transcription factors and its binding sequences are automatically extracted from (2) with Information Extraction Subsystem. (4) Specialist authorizes the validity of (3) and register with Data Registration Subsystem.

4 Results and Discussion

We used 265,249 abstracts for the purpose of trying the performance of the TFDB Maintenance System. We chose the top 150 abstracts from the output result of Information Retrieval Subsystem.

All of the 150 abstracts related to transcriptional regulatory mechanisms. About 7 candidates of binding factor and about 1.6 candidates of binding sequence appeared per abstract in average. Analysis of experts selection resulted that 10% of the top 150 abstracts contains new TFDB data with Binding Sequences.

We can collect data related to transcription factors efficiently with Information Retrieval subsystem and extract candidate of ‘Binding Factors’, ‘Binding Sequences’ very easily with Information Extraction subsystem. We are now continually authorizing the extracted data with Data Registration Subsystem.

This system is also suitable for maintaining databases in other fields.
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Figure 1: TFDB Data Registration interface and new data of TFDB.
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